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Your letter dated April 9, 1985 (reference 1) was the initial sub:nittdl of the 
Technical Evaluation Report {TER) for thP. proposed design of the defuel1ng 
canisters. •;RC staff n>vfew of the TER resulted fn several ques!.ions whfch 
wprc sent to vou via Gur letter ot June 10. 1985 {raferenc~ 2). These 
qul"sti ons \ler~ discussed 11t 11 neeting between our technical staffs on July 25. 
1985. Your lt.>ttt?rs cf August 15 .sod Septct.lber 10, 1985 (references 3 and 4) 
forwarded JOUr responses to the questions i\lld ct subsequent ro:!visfon to the 
TEq. 

The TER adoresscd the general structur~ l design of th~ canisters, th~lr 
OP!!ration.sl int~rfacc with other systems, flall1113ble gas control 
cons lde r~ tions. 3nd ~ crftlcalitt ev~luatfon. This lett~r transmits our 
safety evdluation and approval of the design of the dcfuelhtg canfstei'S. Thfs 
approv11l fs based on a review of tht- submitted TER and 11ddittonal 1nfonndt1011 
ptesented in references 5 through 8. Thfs review provided re11sonable 
assurance that the c~nfsters. if fabrfc~ted tn accordanc! with the design 
specfffcatfons, are capable of performing th~fr intended function without 
posfng a significant rfsk to the health and safety of the occupationll work 
fore~ or the puolic. Additionally, w~ have detenofn~d that ~he proposed use 
of the canisters ts ~ithin the scop~ of activities nnd associated · 
environ:olental fr.lpJcts which we"'-! considered in the staff's Prograrrmatic 
Envtronnental lr.oplct SlJtement. 

As you arc aware, IIRC inspections of one of your canister fabricators as welt 
as your ~1n audits and surveillances of the v~ndor have identified significant 
deficiencies in the fmplementatton of the vendor's quality assurance program. 
These noted dcftcfenctes hav~ cast doubt on whether equipment provided by this 
vendor meets r~qufred design specifications and, accordingly, whether the 
equfpment ts suft~ble for U'ie during defuelfng. We undPrStand that your staff 
and others have fmpl er.~ented a program involving an extraordfMry level of 
qual tty <lSsurartce oversight to dttempt to correct the dPficfencfes and to 
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V·:!rifv lnf' canis tt•rs confonronce to the de c: ign !>l}ecif t c.n f,ms . I;• r:rf' 
curri!ntly reviewing the r.:sultc; of th;.t. p~Jgrar~ . !.he•1 w.~ h.•v•: c::r.pl ,..t.•d 1ur· 
revi \!w and havl! t1el..,mi ned th~t there Is rl!c\Sonabl ..: '' ~5ur..tncc th·• t th.! 
c.:! nistE.> r s r.lt!P t il ll dt>sign specifications w~ \1111 fnr~~tlrd \JUr Jll;lMv'l f 1r rl••· 
ust: of th~ c,,r. fste r s . It s huul d a lso hl• not~c.! t!ldt use M ' the CJ •1 1';:.:t·s t•ll' 
d'!fu~li ng is t:ontiugc,. t up.-n liRC appn v.l l nf th·~ tJrly t•l!!u••li n'J S"r~t1 
Evdluati on ~l:!pllrt dnd tne .Jssocir~ted pruccdurn!\ subjt'Cl to T·..'Cllnic" l 
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tiRC STAFF SAFETY EVALUATIOII OF DEFUELIIIG 

CAlliSTER OESIGt: 

DESCRIPTIO~ OF CANISTERS 

The defueling canisters are designed to accept and r.onfine the THl-2 core 
debris ranging in size from fines of about 0.~ rnicrons in diameter up to 
partial length fuel assemblies of full cross section. The canisters ar·e to be 
an integral part of the defueling systems and an~ intended to iJrovide 
effective confinement for tr·ansport and long tenn storage of the damaged core 
debris. They are designed to ensure their contents remain subcr·itical undtr 
all postulated on-site conditions and also, when in combination with a 
shipping cask, to remain subcritical under both .normal and accident conditions 
during transport. The three types of canisters (i.e., fuel, knockout, and 
filter canisters) are equipped with fixed neutron absorber ~~terial for 
criticality control, with catalytic recombiners to control the concentraUon 
of combustible gas mixtures generated from radiolytic decomposition of water, 
and with appropriate process connections for filling, closing, dewatering, 
inerting, and monitoring. All three types of canisters have a nominal overall 
length of 150 inches with the outer shell being fabricated of 14 inch 00 304L 
stainless steel pipe with a nominal 1/4 inch wall thickness. A reversed 
dished t~nk end is welded to the shell to form the lower closure head. 

The fuel canister is designed as a receptacle for large pieces of core 
matenal wh1ch w1ll be picked up and placed either directly into the c<!nister 
or into other containers which will be inserted into the canister. Within the 
cylindrical shell is a full length approximately g inch square cross section 
shroud forming an inner cavity. The shroud is formed of stainless steel · 
plates with Boral sheets sandwiched between them to serve as neutron 
absorbers. The plates are seal welded to encapsulate the boral and protect it 
from corrosion. The thickness of the inner plates protects the boral sheets 
from impacts from the canister contents. The inner cavity is sized to accept 
the full cross section of an intact fuel assembly. The void space outside of 
the shroud is filled with a 1 ight weight cement/glass bead mixture to prevent 
migration of fuel material to this area. The shroud assembly is welded to and 
supported by a bottom support plate which is welded to the inside diameter of 
the shell. The bottom support plate is designed to withstand the impact of a 
550 pound piece of debris dropped the full length of the canister in water. 
If the drop is in air, the weight is reduced to 350 pounds. The upper end of 
the shroud is fitted into a recess and supported by an upper bulkhead which is 
welded to the shell and forms the mating surface for the upper closure head. 
The removable closure head is bolted to the bulkhead and sealed with gaskets. 
It has a machined socket in the center of its exterior to mate with the single 
point grapple on the canister lifting tool. The empty dry fuel canister 
weighs about 1230 pounds. 

The knockout canister is designed for use in the fuel debris vacuum system. 
It w1ll separate debris particles ranging from about 140 microns up to full 
fuel pellet size or larger. The process inlet line enters the top of the 
canister and bends to direct the flow tangentially along the inner 
circumference of the shell creating a swirling action that causes the 
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entrained debris .to settle out in the canister vessel. The water then e.dts 
through an 850 micron screen to a process connect ion in the top of the 
canister. The canister internal assembly is supported from a bottom suppor·t 
plate that is welded to the inside diameter of the canister shell. The 
assembly 1s positioned at the top by ~1elded chocL: blods. The internals 
consist of an array of four outer poi son rods and one centr·a 1 poi son rod. The 
outer rods are 1.3 inch 00 stainless steel tubes that are fi I led with neutron 
absorbing s4c pellets and sealed at both ends. The center rod is a 2.875 inch 
00 guard pipe surrounding a 2.125 inch 00 tube filled with O, C pellets. The 
rod array is supported laterally by seven intenr.ediilte suppoh plat£'s along 
its length . The guard pipe around the center poison rod forms a 1/ 16 inch 
annular gJo, open to the bottom head of the canister and connected to a 
process fitting at the top, to provide a c.:~nister dcwatt>ring p.lthway. The 
empty knockout canister weighs 1046 pounds in air. 

The filter canister is designed for use in the fuel debris vacuum system, the 
defuel1ng water cleanup system, and the canister dPwatedng system. It ~lill 
remove fuel fines larger than 0.5 microns from the process streams. The 
canister internals are attached to a bottom support plitte which is welded to 
inner diameter of the canister shell. The internals are cornpr·ised of a bundle 
of 17 filter modules, a drain line, and a centrally located poison rod 
containing B C pellets. The central poison rod is similar to that in the 
knockout canlster. The filter modules consist of elements which are a pleated 
sintered stainless steel media around a center support tube. The media and 
support tube are induction brazed to stainless steel end caps. Eleven elements 
are stacked end to end around a perforated drain tube and seal welded at the 
end caps to form a module. Thr drain tube is plugged at the top and open at 
the bottom. The process flow enters the top of the filter canister and flows 
around the filter bundle. The process liquid flows through the filter 
elements depositing the entrained particles larger than 0.5 micr·ons on the 
outside of the media. The liquid enters the perforated tube and flows 
downward into the bottom plenu~l of the canister. The effluent exits through 
the top of the canister via an effluent fitting connected by the internal 
drain tube to the bottom plenum. The empty filter canister weighs about 1440 
pounds in air. 

All types of canisters are designed with suitable process connections for 
their intended use. The top head of each type Is provided with a 1/4 inch 
inert gas purge connection and a 3/8 inch drain fitting which is connected to 
the internal dewatering pipe. Each of these connections is fitted with a 
Hansen quick disconnect coupling. The filter canister head has 2j inch inlet 
and outlet process connections, and the knockout canister has 2 inch inlet and 
outlet process connections. The process connections are provided with cam and 
groove type fittings which will be closed with expanding mandrel plugs after 
the canisters are filled. Welded to the top of each canister is a cylindrical 
skirt to protect the penetration fittings during normal handling and 
postulated handling accidents. All types of canisters have a n~chined recess 
in the outside surface of the upper head to accommodate the single point 
lifting grapple used for normal handling operations. The bottom support 
plates in all three types of canisters forms " fuel free "sump" in the bottom 
head. This Is connected to the drain fitting at the top head for canister 
dewatering. In the fuel canister, the dewatering path is a 3/8 inch tube 
running from the lower head through the area ·outside the boral shroud. In the 
knockout canister, the annular gap between the center poison rod and its 
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strongback pipe fonns the dewatering pathway. In the filter canister, the 
process effluent pipe runs from the lower head region to the upper head 
penetration. A dewatering pathway is nk1Chined inter·nally in the upper head 
from the effluent pipe to the drain fitting. All three types of canisters are 
designed with catalytic recombiner cat'tridgcs in the lower clnd upper heads. 
These are described in more detail in the gas manageiT'Cnt section of this 
report. 

STRUCTURAL EVALUATION 

The defueling canisters are designed to the requirements of the> 1983 edition 
of the ASME Pressure Vessel Code, Section VIII, Division 1, Part UW (lethal). 
They have design pressures of 150 psig intemal and 30 psig external. 
Fabrication, inspection, and testing of the canisters is perfonned to the 
standards of the AS~1E Code. The canisters are lluclear Safety Related and the 
licensee's procurement specifications require that they bP Manufactured under 
the controls of d Quality Assurance proqram meeting the requirements of 10 CFR 
50 Appendix B and ArlSl N45.2. Structur.ll analysis by the canister designers 
included evaluations of the loads imposed on the canisters during normal 
operations as well as postulated load drops and shipping accidents. 
Acceptance criteria for nor~al operations ~as based on the ASHE Pressure 
Vessel Code. In addition, analysis was performed to show clcceptable safety 
margins when applying the specified stress factor·s of tiUREG-0612 and AilS! 
tll4.6 for the normal hand! ing condition. The design cr-iteria for postulated 
accident conditions is that for the predicted defor~ed geometry following an 
accident, the canisters and their contents must remain subcl'itical,although 
leakage of material is permissible. 

Canister structural analysis for the normal operation and handling condition 
was performed using standard analytic techniques. This analysis demonstrated 
acceptable design margins and met the requirements of the ASHE Code and other· 
applicable regulatory requirements and industry codes and standards. 

The approach used in demonstrating that the canister design met the 
specification for the postulated accident conditions used a combination of 
analytical methods and component testing. The design specifications for the 
shipping cask intended for use in transporting the filled defueling canisters 
is that it shall limit the loads imposed on the canisters to no more than 
40 g's axial and 100 g's lateral during hypothetical transportation accidents 
per 10 CFR 71. A detailed evaluation of the proposed cask's conformance to 
this specification has been performed and included both analysis and impact 
testing of a scale model. This evaluation is presently under review by the 
NRC Transportation Certification Branch as part of the licensing process for 
the cask. Analysis and supporting drop tests of the canister was performed to 
demonstrate that the fixed poisons installed in the canister remain intact and 
capable of performing their intended criticality control function when 
subjected to these loads, or that subcriticality could be maintained by other 
geometrical constraints. 

For onsite handling accidents, canister drops of 6 fcet-11 inches in air 
followed by 19 feet-6 inches in water, or 11 feet-7 inches in air were 
considered to be credible. This does not include a potential drop in the Fuel 
Handling Building Truck Bay during cask loading. This potential canister drop 
will be evaluated in the fuel shipping Safety Evaluation Report. Combinations 
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of vertical and horizont<ll drops were considen~d. ·These dr·op~ wer·e dt•tNmined 
to impart loads on the canisters in excess of those for th~ transportdtion 
accident. Structural .1nalyses were pl'rfonPed to determine the I'Xtent of the 
canister shell a:1d internals deformation resulting from thf'se loddS. 

OefonMtion of the canisters due to a ver·tical drop wclS dctermin~>d by dndlysi!. 
of data from a drop ti:'St program and was found to he she I I d£'pendent. Th£' 
predicted dt'fomat ion in this case was a bulging of the canister shell bclrw 
the lower support pl,Ht?. r;o significant dcfomat ion of th~ canister 
internals, significant to the criticality analysis, is expected to occur fr~n 
a pure vertical drop. This was demonstr·clted during olctual dr·op tests for ,, 
bottom end irrpact. This also bounds the top end imp,lct and for pt;rposes of 
criticality aralysis the aeformed shapt' was assumed to t>xist at hoth ends of 
the canister. 

For the horizontal drop casr, the filter and knockout canister's internals 
were analyz~d with finite elerent methods using the AUSYS comruter· code. It 
incorporated the actual non-linear properties of the material ar:d accounted 
for geometric constraints in·posed by the canister shells. The deformations 
predicted bf these analyses with additional conservatisms on poison structure 
locations were used in the criticality calculations. The deformed gPon1Ctry 
for the fuel Cdnlster was 1etermined by a 30 foot drop of a simulated P•H"tial 
length unit. The testing showed insignificant rleformation of the bor,ll shroud 
from the lateral loads irroosed. 

Vector co~b1nations of the vertical and horizontal load component s were usrd 
to predict the effPCt of a drop rn dny orientation. and the conservatively 
modeled worst case deforrred geometry for each type of canlStPr wa~ factored 
1nto the criticality analysis. 

The NRC staff review of the licensee's structural analysis has determined that 
proper codes and stand~rds were employed in the design of the defueling 
canisters. The structural analysis shows sufficient margins of safety when 
applying the ma1in1Um predicted loads expected during norn1al onsile operations 
and handling and subsequent transportation. The structural-analysis for 
accident conditions used industry standard and tiRC accepted analytic 
techniques and provides reasonable assurance that the maximum expected 
defamation has been predictP.d for factoring into the criticality analysis. 

CRITICALITY EVALUATIOII 

The defueling canisters are designed to ensure their contents remain 
subcritical under all norn~l operational conditions and during all postulated 
accident conditions. The conditions analyzed included both a single canister 
configuration and an array of canisters on a 17.3 inch center to center 
spacing, which is the minimum spacing for all onsite storage rack locations. 
Both an intact canister and a canister deformed by the worst case drop 
accident were modeled. The deformed geometry used in the calculations was 
that predicted by the structural analysis with add1tional conservatism for 
poison structure location. The canisters were modeled using computer codes 
generally recognized as acceptable by the NRC staff. The calculational model 
used the following conservative assumptions: 
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1. The canister's contents consist of batch 3 fuel only with the average 
batch 3 enrichment plus 2 standard deviations. Batch 3 fuel ic; iu thl) 
highest enriched region of the core and has an averacJe enri chment of 2.93 
percent. lt assumed no fissile burnup or fi ss ion product inventm·y that 
would contribute negati ve reactivity . 

2. The canisters contents are assuwed to contain no c ladding or' core 
structural l'lclterial c1nd no soluble poi son or control r.ldteri,11 (i .t• .• 
control rod debris or burnable poison) from the core . 

3. The contents are assumed to be fuel in the optimal lump size and to 
contain the optimal fuel to moderator r·atio with no boration of the 
entrained water. 

4. All void regions of the canister are assumed to be filled with fuel 
without regard to the we ight restrictions on a loaded container. All 
three types of canisters contain catalytic recombiners in the upper and 
lower heads. The criticality analysis assumed that the regi ons uccupi~d 
by the recor.~iners was filled with fuel. 

5. The analysis as>umed the lowest possible loading of fixed poison 
materia I. 

The canister geometry was conservatively modeled to account for· the internal 
configurati on and the structural members of canister internals and closure 
heads. 

The fuel canisters were analyzed for a single canister infinitely reflected by 
water. an infinite array of canisters in unborated water, and a canister 
deformed by the bounding drop case. The defom1ed case assumed fuel had 
migrated into the bulged lower and upper heads. All cases yielded a nklxin:um 
Keff of 0.877. 

Two knockout canister configurations were considered. These included the 
standard undamaged configuration and the damaged configuration in which the 
worst defC~nned geometry was used. The damaged configuration for the knockout 
canister d1d not assume that fuel had migrated into the upper and lower head 
regions as in the other types of canisters, and did not assume loss of the s4c 
pellets as in the filter canister. A drop test of an as-built knockout 
canister was perfonr.ed by Oak Ridge llational laboratory and demonstrated that 
the bottom support plate and the poison rods remained intact following the 
maximum predicted impact loads from a drop accident. These configurations were 
analyzed as a single canister infinitely reflected by water, an infinite array 
of undamaged canisters in unborated water, and a single dropped canister. The 
maximum calculated Keff was 0.915 . 

Two filter canister configurations were also considered. They assumed fuel 
above the lower support plate and a second configuration with fuel in the 
lower head plus fuel filling the filter element drain tubes (i.e .• ruptured 
filters). The maximum calculated Keff when considering the single canister, 
the array of can'sters. and the single dropped canister was 0.892 . 

The NRC staff performed independent calculations to verify the licensee's 
criticality analysis. These included computer code analysis of several test 
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cases as well as an evaluation of the a!'sumption .. and the computer codes used 
by the licensee. The IIRC results were in agreement with the licensee's. 
Surrrnaries of the NRC's analyses are included as dppeudices 1 and 2 to this 
SER. 

The l icensee presented additional analysi~ to determine the effects on 
criticality by the canister tra~sfer shielding. The staff determined that the 
analysis used acceptable analytic techniques with appropriatE' levels of 
conservatism. This analysis showed that handling a filled undamaged canister 
in the proposed transfer shield wn 1 not t·esult in a t:eff of greater than 
0.95. Analysis of a damaged canister will be performed on a case by case 
basis as needed. 

CANISTER GAS MAPlAGHIEIIT 

After filling a canister with fuel debris, water will remain in the canister. 
Prier to dewater ing. the canister will be completely flooded with RCS water. 
Following dewatering, the Cdnlster will cont.1in residual water entrained in 
the fuel debris as well as a certain arTl(lunt of free "slosh" water not removed 
by the dewatering system. Since this water w1ll be in direct contact with 
fuel and fission product containing debris without benefit of the fuel 
cladding to provide shielding from alpha and beta radiation, there could be 
significant amounts of hydrogen and oxygen generation from radiolytic 
deco~position of the water. Gas generation could result in internal pressure 
build up and production of combust ible gas mixtures inside the canisters. 
Studies were performed by Rockwell lldnford Operations (RIIO) to predict the 
rate of gas gereration ana to develop suitable catalytic recombiners to 
control the gas concentrations. 

ThP rate of gas generation has been shown to be a function of 1) the amount 
of ionizing radiation emitted by debris in a canister. 2) the fraction of the 
energy absorbed in the water, 3) the ratio of peak to average decay heat 
energy in the fuel debris. and 4) the amount of gas produced per unit of 
energy. Using the empirical relat10nship which has been confirmed 
experi~~ntally, the maximum theoretic~ ! gas generation rate has been predicted 
as 0. 114 liters per hour of hydrogen plus oxygen in stoichiometric 
proportions. The licensee's evaluation stal~s that there is si~nificant 
conservatism in this calculation and provided what was considered a umaximum 
rea 1 is tic generation" rate based on what is considered a more probable 
condition in the core debris. The licensee's predicted maximum realistic gas 
generation rate is 0.0075 liters per hour. The conservatisms used in the 
theoretical predictions are as follows : 1) the maximum quantity of fuel in a 
canister used in the calculations (800kg) did not include allowances for 
residual water or for weighing accuracy. This quantity was reduced in the 
"realistic" prediction, 2) the fraction of energy absorbed in the water 
conservatively assumed that large a~unts of water were present for absorption 
rather than using the maximum amount of water that could possibly be present 
in a filled canister, 3) the amount of gas produced per unit of absorbed 
energy assumed no oxygen scavenging (i.e., chemical removal) that would 
produce excess hydrogen and resultant back-reactions, 4) the ratio of peak to 
average decay heat energy is based on the n~st active re~ion of an undamaged 
core and does not account for possible dispersal of the mater !al from this 
core region during the accident. The llRC staff reviewed the ba ~ is for the gas 
generation rates and concurs that there is significant conservatism in the 
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theoretlcal generation rate. However, then• is insufficient data presented 111 
the Technical Evaluation Report to justify the staff's usc of the licensee's 
lower predicted "realistic" rate or to o~ccurdtely quantify the consE.'rvatisms 
in the theoretical calculations. Thcn~fore, the staff's safety evaluation is 
based on the 0.114 liter per hour maximum theoretical gas gl'neration ratE.'. 

Follv.:;,.a a series of tests by RHO, the catalyst chosen for usc in the 
defuelin~1 canister·s was a mixture of 80 percent Engelhud Oeoxo-0 ruclcar 
grade cat~lyst and 20 percent AECL silicone-coated catalyst. Details of the 
catalyst test program are documented in GWD-051, "Evaluation of Special 
Safety Issues Associated with Handling the Three ~lile Island Unit 2 Core 
Debris", dated June 1985. The test program involved a catalyst bed similar to 
that in the canisters. It was ins ta 11 ed in ,, test chamber into which hydrogl'n 
and oxygen were admitted at a controlled rate. The test chal!lber's pressure 
and temperatures ~ere monitored and its internal atmosphere was sampled and 
analyzed. The tests demonstrated that the desi!]ned catalyst beds containing 
100 grams of catalyst in the required propnrtions were capable of maintaining 
the chamber atmosphere below 1.2 percent hydrogen and 0.6 percent o>.ygen whi lc 
recombining the gases at a rate of 0.3 1 iters per hour of hydrogen plus oxygen 
in stoichiometric proportions. This shows significant margins of safety from 
the lower fla~bility limits of 5 percent oxygen and 4 percent hydrogen, and 
from the maximum theoretical gas generation rate of 0.114 liters per hour. 
The testing demonstrated, though that the catalysts do not function when 
iii1T'.ersed in water. After ill1Tlers ion and being "drip dried" in a 100 percent 
relative humidity atmosphere, they w1ll begin recombination at a reouced rate. 
The rate increases and reaches full capacity within a shot·t period of time as 
the heat generated by the recombination reaction causes further drying of the 
catalyst. Further testing was performed to demonstrate that the chemical 
species expected to come in contact with the catalyst from the RCS or during 
canister fabrication will have no deleterious effects on the catalyst 
performance. Additionally, tests were perfom~ed to demonstrate that freezing 
conditions during transportation will not stop the recomLination reaction once 
started. 

The catalyst bed~ installed in the defueling canisters arc designed so that as 
long as the canister is no more than half full of free water, at least 100 
grams of the catalyst wi ll not be immersed in water regardless of canister 
orientation. Four recombiner packages, each containing 25 gran•s of catalyst, 
are attached symmetrically about the axis of the inner surface of the lower 
canister head in all types of canisters. The upper head of the fuel canister 
has one large diameter flat catalyst bed containing 100 grams of catalyst on 
the inner surface. The knockout and filter canisters have two symmetrically 
located beds containing 50 grams each of catalyst in the upper heads. All 
catalyst cartridges are welded in place and structurally designed to remain 
intact and functional, provided they are not immersed, during any postulated 
drop accident. The catalyst material is covered by a retainer screen that 
holds it in place but allows free diffusion of gas to the catalyst surface and 
diffusion of water vapor away from the catalyst. 

Based on a review of the licensee's evaluation and available literature on 
radiolytic decomposition, the rlRC staff has determined that the maximum 
theoretical gas generation rate has been predicted with considerable 
conservatism. The staff has further determined that the designed catalytic 
recombiners have acceptable margins of safety ~nd provide reasonable assurance 
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that co~bustible gas mixtures will not develop in thr filled can1sters after 
dewater1ng. 

CANISTER OPERATIONS 

The fuel canisters are designed to be inserted into the reactor vessel whert! 
they are supported by either the canister positioning system or the s ingl e 
canister support bracket. Pieces of fuel debri s are picked up by various 
types of defueling tools and placed into the cani sters. Methods of debris 
placenent will be controlled by proce~u1·es approved by the WK staff and will 
ensure that dropped debris will not impose impact loads on thP bottom support 
plate in excess of those designed. The knockout canisters are inserted in the 
canister positioning system where they are connected to the fuel debris 
vacuuming system. The filter canisters are installed in either the defueling 
water cleanup system where they are supported by the storage racks in the fuel 
transfer canal and spent fuel pool. or they are installed in the fuel debris 
vacuuming system in the reactor vessel. They can also be used in the final 
canister dewatering system in the spent fuel pool. The canisters w1ll be 
fil leo with core debris in their respective processing systems. They are 
designed to be filled to a maximum dewatered weight of 2800 pounds with an 
allowance of 5 percent of the canisters to be 5 percent overweight or 2g4o 
pcunds. The worst case loaded and flooded cani strr could weigh 3500 pounds . 
The canisters will be weighed during processing to ensure they are maintained 
within the design weight limits. When filling is complete, the upper head is 
bolted onto the fuel canister. The process connections are plugged on the 
f1 i t e:r and knockout canisters. They may then be pdrtially dewatered in the 
rcac:or vesse l to expose sufficient catalyst to control the gas buildup . Two 
relief valves will then be installed. A 2S psig relief is installed on the 
inert gas purge connection and a ISO psig ASME code relief valve is installed 
on the dewatering connection. These relief valves arc to protect the 
canisters from overpressurization in the unlikely event of catalyst flilure or 
in th~ event of canister storage prior to dewatering. The canisters will then 
be transferred to the 'A' spent fuel pool for storage, final dewatering. and 
preparation for shipment. Both initial dewatering in the reactor vessel and 
final dewatering in the spent fuel pool wi ll involve water removal by purging 
the canisters with argon, an inert cover gas. They will be left pressurized 
to about 13 psig with the inert gas. After final dewatering and purging. the 
canisters will be monitored for a sufficient period of time to verify that the 
catalytic recombiners are functioning. 

The staff has evaluated the consequences of several situations in which gas 
generation may occur in a canister. 

If a canister is filled solid with debris and water, thE! recomblners will be 
ineffective. This will result in pressure buildup and periodic lifting of the 
relief valves. This will occur in a short period of time (about 40 hours) 
with the ma .droom 'theor<Jtical gas generation rate. If the 25 psig relief valve 
fails to operate, the internal pressure will reach the setpoint of the ISO 
psig relief valve in about nine days. lifting of the relief valves is 
considered to be acceptable since the canisters are stored underwater. The 
quantity of fla~ble gas mixtures vented by relief valve actuation will be 
small and readily dispersed by venting into the water and diluted by the 
surrounding atmosphere. Thus, no fire hazard should exist. Activity released 
to the water by relief valve lifting is readily removed by the defueling water 
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cleanup system. failure of both relief valves is consHfer·ed very unl ilo.ely 
since they are independent of one another and inst,tlled in such a manner that 
they are not subject to a COIIII\On mode fai lurf'. It, howevt•r·, both were to 
fail, it would take nearly one year for canister 1nternal pressures to reach 
the yie 1 d stress on the canister she 11. lh1 s is not cons idcr·ed credi b I e since 
canister· dewatering should ta~e place before thi s t1 n~e has elapsed. 

Following dewatering .1nd in~rting of a ca nister·, its intf'rnal pressure should 
remain stable. If, however·, the recon>biners fall to opera te, the pressure 
will increase. Assuming failure of the recoll'biners, 1t will ta~e about one 
week to achieve a flal11llable mixture in the canister. l ~111it ion of ttns mixture 
is unlikely, but 1f it were to occur the canister yield st resses would not be 
exceeded. It will take about one month to reach the set point of the 25 psig 
relief valve and about one year to reach 150 psig relief valve setpoint •. This 
is assuming th~ mir imum canister void space of 96 lite rs and a gas generation 
rate of u.ll4 liters per· hour . Lifting of the relief valves in these cases is 
of no safety consequence as previously discussed above. 

The licensee's evaluation presented an analysis of the consequences of 
ignition of the vented gases if relief valve actuation were to occur while a 
canister is in the transfer shield. The s taff re\ irw of that evaluation 
concurs that the consequences o~ such an event pose no significant risk. 

The staff has determined that the canister design is compatible with the scope 
of operations discussed in the li censee 's Technical Evaluation Report . 

CONCLUS IO:l 

The NRC staff has perforToJed a safety revi ew of the design of the proposed 
defueling canisters. This review consisted of evaluation of the canister 
structural design, evaluation of the licensee's criticality analysis, 
evaluation of the canister's combustible gas control features, and evaluation 
of the affects of pos tulated accidents and abnormal conditions. Based on the 
review, the canister design and their proposed operations do not pose a 
significant risk to the occupational work force or the public. The defueling 
canisters, which are necessary to support planned defueling activities , do not 
present the possibility of any accident not previous ly analyzed nor do they 
change the consequences of. or likelihood of any previously analyzed accident. 
Margins of safety as previously analyzed are not reduced. The staff concludes 
that the canister design does not necessitate additional changes to the plant 
Technical Specifications and does not constitute an unreviewed safety 
question. The scope of activities and the associated environmental impact of 
the defueling canisters as discussed in Oefueling Canister Technical 
Evaluation Report are within those previously considered in the PElS. We 
therefore approve the design of the defucling canisters. Use of the canisters 
is contingent upon our approval of those procedures subject to Technical 
Specificat ion 6.8.2 . Operations to fill the canisters with core debris will 
also be contingent upon our approval of the Early Dcfueling Safety Evaluation 
Report. 
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CRITICALITY REVIEW OF TECHNICAL EVALUATION 
REPORT (TER) FOR THE TMI-2 OEFUELWG CANISTERS 
AS DOCUMENTED Ill REFERENCE A (BELO'ol) 

A. TER (15737-2-G03-114, Rev. 0) dtd 03/22/85 
THI-2 Division Technical Evaluation Report 
for Defueling Canisters 

B. Three (3) IBM Computer listings (B&W property 
to be returned to B&W): 
1. KENO-IV, 123 Gps, Gen. Geom: Damaged Fuel Canister 
2. KENO-IV, 123 Gps. Gen. Geom: Damaged filter Canister 
3. KENO-IV, 123 Gps. Ge~. Geom: Damaged Knock-out 

Canister 
(delivered to NRC on Hay 23, 1985) 

C. Three (3) B&W fiche copies of the above listings 
9iving nuclear data and geometric details 
(NRC property; delivered to NRC on Hay 23, 1985) 

I . Introduction and Conclusions 

As requested in your memorandum to c. E. MacDonald dated April 24, 
1985, a detailed review has been performed of the submitted GPU 
(Refs. A and B, B&W analyses) criticality Safety Analysis for the 

. loading of canisters in the defueling of the THI-2 core. Based on 
this review, ~e find that the criticality calculational method, 
physical and geometric assumptions, atomic number densities (giving 
mass loadings of nuclides per region) and description of canisters 
analyzed to be accurate and represent the cases intended. 
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In addition to this detailed review and veri ficat ion . independent 
KEIIO-IV Monte Carlo calculations of the ~nock-out and fuel canisters 
were performed. The independent calculations agree with the resu lts 
obtained by B&W as given in Ref . A. A comparison of NRC and B~W's 
keff's under various conditions is given in Table 1. Since the 
filter canister contains a similar 2• diameter s4c central poison 
rod as in the knock-out canister and in addition contains about ten 
times the amount of internal steel of that in the knock-out canister. 
the filter canister was considered less reactive than the knock-out 
canister and hence not analyzed by IIRC. 

We. therefore. recommend acceptance of the criticality analysis 
portion of Ref. A and concur with the subject submittal that there 
exists at least a s: shutdown margin for all three canisters under 
normal and assumed accident modes . 

In Table 1. below. and in Ref. A, we note that B&W did not report 
any keff's for B C replaced by water or replaced by a void . NRC 
calculated a sin~le knock-out canister to have a 4.3: shutdown when 
the B C is replaced by water; a 3.8: shutdown when the B C is 
repla~ed by water and the remaining steel tubes are defl~cted off
center by 1.2 inches. We note that these latter two cases are 
supercritical for the infinite array calculation as given in Table 1. 
Thus. if the above scenarios can be realized in the postulated 
accident modes. the 5% t.Jargin shutdown is compr01.1ised. Further. if 
a void replaces the s4c. the shutdown margin is further reduced 
from 4.3: to 3.4:. 

In summary then, we find: 

1. The B&W calculational methodology (KENO IV-123 Group GamThermos 
cross-sections) represents one of the best state-of-the-art 
approaches which has successfully calculated many appropriate 
benchmark criticals. In particular, we note that the B&W 
fuel-water homogenization procedure - fundamental to the B&W 
approach and results - has been done correctly. 

2. The B&W criticality analyses used the most (neutronically) 
reactive fuel/water mixture in representing the core debris in 
each canister. 

3. Some conservatisms used by B&U were: 

(a) Each canister was loaded up to a height of 14 feet (-an 
extra 3 feet of reactive material). 

(b) The density of B4C was taken as 1.35 gm/c~; areal density 
of B-10 for boral was taken as 0.04 gm/cm • 
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(c) The minimum amount of steel has been credited to the 
knock-out canister (-1-1/2 volume percent) and the 
filter-canister (,.... 14 volume percent). 

4. NRC independent calculations agree very well with the S~W 
results for the cases considered. 

A brief discussion of the criticality methods used to establish the 
conservative acceptable parameters funda~ental to both B&W's and 
NRC's follows . 

11. Basic Assumptions and Methods Used in Criticality Calculations 

Both B&W and NRC assumed the Tl-11-2 debris contents for a 11 three 
canisters to be U(3)07 unclad pellets moderated by unborated 1170 
with a volume fraction of 0.30 of fuel and 0.70 of water. Thi~ has 
been established via many independent calculations to constitute 
the most reactive mixture. For a borated water system over the 
range of 3000 to 5000 ppm boron in water, the most reactive mixture 
turns out to be a volume fraction of 0.60 of fuel and 0.40 of 
water. However, for these borated systems, the keff is of the 
order of 30% less than any corresponding system moderated by unborated 
water. Thus, the ~ k is of the order of 0.3 and completely controls 
selection of the most reactive mixture to be fuel moderated by 
~nborated water. All criticality calculations thus use unborated 
water as moderator. 

Both B&W and NRC assume a very conservative density forB C viz 
1.35 gm/cc versus 2.43 gm/cc ~iven in the handbooks. In 3ddition, 
an areal density of 0.04 g/cm for B-10 is assumed for boral. 

Both B&W and NRC use the KENO-IV Monte· Carlo computer program with 
the 123 group Gam Thermos neutron cross-section set adjusting the 
resonJnce nuclide (U-238) with the NITAHL program. B&W then 
homogenizes the U(3)0 and the associated water (30/70 mixture) via 
an XSDRif cell group-s6atial weighting into a debris mixture. Using 
generalized geometry, this homogenized water-fuel mixture occupied 
all space within the boral plates of the fuel canister, all space 
inside the knock-out canister not occupied by the 5 B4C-SS clad 
rods and all space inside the 17 filter elements of tne filter 
canister. 

As a check on the above homogenization procedure, NRC's model 
required that the U(3)0 pellet be described as a discrete cylinder 
surrounded by the cell ~30/70) water. This restricted NRC's canister's 
geometry to a square-cylinder. The pellet-water constituted a box
type in the KENO-IV geometry, and since the fuel canister possesses 
a square internal region (surrounded by boral) which will contain 
the debris, it represents the ideal case to check the homogenization 
process fundamental to B&W's calculated procedure. Results of 
Table 1, under Fuel Canister show that the homogenization procedure 
of B&W and the discrete procedure of NRC to be equivalent - they 
calculate the same keff for the single fuel canister and for an 
array. 
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For the knock-out canister, the square cylinder geometry of NRC 
maintained the exact masses of U07 , 1120, steel and B

4
C that exist 

in B&W's cylindrical geometry. T~ble 1 for the undamaged single 
knock-out canister, B4C in place shows excellent agreement; for the 
infinite array, the NRC value of koo is higher by ...... 4-1/2~ since in 
this geor.etry the square box ends come much closer to neighboring 
boxes whereas the cylinders remain effectively further apart from 
one another. 

The damaged cases for NRC were calculated by as.surning the B C 
being replaced by water whereas B&W assumed only a displace~ent of 
the B C-SS rod. Although NRC's condition is more severe, the 
sing13 damaged knock-out canister is still subcritical, but the 
infinite array of such damaged canisters is supercritical. 

NRC's worth of the s4c can be estimated from Table 1: 

For Single Canister For the .~rray 

~ = 0.957-0.887 = 7 6. 
lc .922 ... 

1.033-0.961 
.997 : 7·2: 

..C'/. - •? .:-...., 'Y/, 
l: ~!/ • . ....-~·~.~-
Charles R. tlarotta 



TABLE 1 

mixture •• 

STATI!S_ OF KI!QC K- OUT CA:ll SHR 
~AAI~T£R UllDAIIAGEO OAI1AGED 
l:ALW[~TEO (s4c in PlaceJ (B4C rep! by u2o) (B 4c rep 1 by IIZO 

.r. SS di spl 1. ") 

IIRC B&W IIRC n.r.w flRC 

SINGLE 
0.887(a) 0.957(b) CANISTER 0.873 --- 0.962 

(H 0 flooded 
0.966(d) an6 reflected) 

I NF . ARRAY OF 
0.96l(c) CANISTERS 0.915 1.033 --- 1.041 

(17 .3" c to c 
spacing fn 
H20 paol) 

*~laXll!llm valu~ for R1.\.l i c;. k~ff + 2~ + ,..,,,. t,1:1.c. fn.-. uur "t 'r liA I r ..r.._ ., 

••Assumed fuel vol/water vol • 30/70, fuel as pellet in unborated water. 

All cases usedj?(B4C) as 1.35 gms/cc; BORAl assumed 0.04 gm B-10/cm2 

(s4c & ss displ 
0.75") 

BMl 

0.882 

---

(a) NRC Calc. for this case with 3000 ppm boron in H20; keff a 0.582 - no steel tn canister. 
(b) NRC Calc. for this case with 3000 ppm boron tn H 0; ~eff • 0.646 - no steel in canister. 
(c) NRC calc . for this case ·with 3000 ppm boron in H~O ; ~eff a 0.618 - no steel in can1ster. 
(d) s4c rep l ac~d by a void. 

FUEL CAIHSTER 
OuoMAGEb 

(Boral in fiTace) 

flRC BMI 

0.866 0.8~7 

0.872 0.877 

I .., 
• 
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CRITICALITY SArETY EVAUIAT!Or4 OF A LOMEO CMIISTER 
OROPPI NG ITS CONTENTS OiiTO A S U: l LAQ LOADF.O CAlliSTER 
Ill A HJ\XH11r." VOLUI-IE STORAGE Uti!T 

l. lntrorluction and Sunnary 

As agreed in our conference phone ca 11 with Phi 1 r.rant and John lhOITid s 
on rriday , October 18, 1985, I have analyzed the criticality as pects 
of the dCCidentdl d~opping of the contents of a loaded canister 
onto a similar loaded s tored canister. The analysis indicates lhdt 
for the loildinq 1 imita~ions per canister, l:'.uinum storage volu:o!C 
per Cdni <> l er .svailable and 4350 ppr:1 boron in water. sucll an accident 
ooses no criticality haz~rd and under very conservative dSsunpt1ons 
(d iscu~ scd below), the keff shutdown range is between J2: <~~x) to 
13t (ai n) . A tota 1 of s h KEtiO l"onte Carlo ( 123 gps} cases were 
analyzed and fol"lll the basis of the abovt> conclusion. Results arc 
given in Ti\ble 2. The CO!l1puter input-output fo1· these cases arc on 
file in Transportation Certif ication Branch, t~SS. 

The concern of the subject accident scenario i s the crft i c"lity 
s tate of a stored loaded canistct· when surrounded h.v tha dropped 
contents of a similar canister. The store~ c~nister resld~~ in a 
paralleliplpcd borated (4350 ppm) water r~gion of di~n~ions 16 inches 
by 1 n i nrhes by 14 feet - a vo lumc of fl9 2 ,000 cc . 

8511110296 851105 
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3. rroblcl!l Solution: Assumptions _<~ntj r-:cthorls 

The approach in solving the a hoYe prohlcPt ~as to assuPe ~11 canister 
contents to have a rnaximum oayload of 11ry ~00 kg 11(3)1) p~llcts -
this nominal value is 4-1/2?: higher th.ln the greaten 6ayload (G61 
fo:g- total) for a ltnoclo:-out canister. 

To understand the detailed .tppro.u:h l.J~.1:n (tll!scribcd belO"t) in 
solviniJ the rtroblem , the followinu crith:o.~litv obserYations arc 
reviewed. ihey were established ;n pn•vious studies. 

a. The as-bu; lt pe 11 et is the fnnn oiiHI geOil'lelr_v of the fue 1 to 
affect the optimum Vol fuel to Vol woltcr ratio ('lr/'1~.) both 
for unborated water and borated wat!'f' . ' 

t:. Unborated water; rr.a'<i!"um react. ivi ty edsts for fuel as pellet 
for VF/V11 .. 30/70, wdtcr i s more imrortJnt than fuel. 

c. nora ted water; r.1:1xir.JU::J rc.sctivit·1 for fue l oellet shtft!> to 
Vr/v11 = 60/40 over the boration uf 2!J'J!J Pfll'l to ~!iOO pprn boron. 
Fuel is more important tiMn the- brH'olt!'d ~~dtt'r l!ut the ratio 
goes frOI'l 58/42 to &2/36 ov~r th~ hordtiun ran~e o;hcr.dng t he 
sma 11 dependence on IJIJ:'I; Nt• h .IV(: thuc, ,I!.Sumed dn averdgc Vd h:c 
of 60/40. 

d. Since the ctbovc ratios (JfJ/70 anrl Gfl/t10) represent opU!,unt 
values and further incre.l SP of fuel into the system would 
decrease reactivity, srrull ur,,ni•m slurry volume an1l/or uraniu11 
fines in the moderator re!J ion ~iv•• ,, crude-first appro;~~irntion 
of rei\ctivity reduction. Thi•, is not exactly corn•ct sine~ 
introducinq fuel in the tllodc-riltor n•qinn shifts the optioom 
value. This has been nC!Jlect()d .snrl 1s considered ~ second 
order effect on the assu:n:Jli on thP syo; tPflt spectrum rc-1'..1 i n"i 
constant and the shift is sm.Jll. 

With the above as background. 1ahlf• 1 ca n he constructed shO'.o~lng 
ho~ .aan_y canister-full contents Cdll he <~<:COfm'Odl\tC'd in th~ ..-atcr 
stora~c parallelfpcrl of 892.000 cc total volume. The canister 
contents are assumed to be 901) kg uo, at density 10 gra(Tis/cc. No 
canister structural material or canister pot~on ~terial fs considered 
present in the storage vo 1 ur.~e. 
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TAfil( I 

Number of Canist~r 
Contents in Storage 

Volume 
Volutn<! uo

6 vo1ume 112 Vr/V'W 

-
I 90,000 cc uo., 

noz.ooo cc u2o .112 

2 180,000 cc liO., 
nz,ooo cc tt2o .253 

J 
270,000 cc uo 
622.000 cc 11.,0 

30 .434~.,.0~·. 428) 
~ 

J 3()0 ,'.:00 cc uoo 
sJz,ooo cc 112 

.678 

5 450,000 cc uo., 
44?.000 cc 117.0 l. (120 

6 540,000 cc 1106 
~52 ,000 cc 112 1 . 538 z~( a1.500) 

This Table 1 shows that it wi ll take about six canister contents to 
approach the optimum 60/40 ratio for borated systems and about only 
three canister contents to appr03ch the opti~Jm 30/70 for unborated 
systems. 

The criticality analys is of the cas~s spP.ci ficd fn Table 2 were 
modeled as cells as a discrete pelle t re~ion surrounded by its 
associated moderator close-fitting into the 1s• x ts• cross-sectional 
area . This gave a uo, n~ss IOdding of 2764 kg (vs 2700 = 3 x 900) 
for the 30/70 ratio and 5678 kg UO {vs 5400-.6 x 900) for the 
60/40 ratio due to the arithmetica~ dtscrepencies of fitting prescrthed 
volume fractions into a fix~d region. The 30/70 case is very 
slightly non-conservative, where~s . the 60/40 Is quite conservative 
sfnce more fuel fs a more react ive situation here . 
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4. Discussion of Results and Conscrvatisms 

Comparison of C~scs 1 and 4 show that kcff will decrease by 0.14 
for the unborated case by increasing the fuel by a factor of 2 in 
line with n~ximum reactivity for the 30/70 mixture. for the horatcd 
cases, a comparison of Cases ?. and 5 ~nd Cases 3 ~nd 6, an increase 
in keff of 0.14 and 0.19 results respectively by increasin9 the 
fuel by a factor of 2 in line with ~ximum reactivity for the 60/40 
ll"hture. 

Case G represents approxiu~tely six canister-fulls filling the 
storage volume at the most reactive mixture 60/40 for 4350 ppm 
heron in the storage water. If one considers the canister poisons 
and structural materials as well as the core {canister contents) 
material to contain control-rod poisons, fixed poisons, core structure 
::-.atcrial. fission products and lower average core enrichrnent. c\ll 
the tabulated kcffs or Table 2 can be decreased by at least 0.10. 
Since only 2 canister contents represent the accident cooditions. 
subcriticality is assured by a large ~rgtn. 

ln addition, Case 7 represents a 14 foot deep infinite slab of 
Case 6 contents with a resulting keff of 1.085. 

Case 3 of Table 2 rerun a5 an infinite syst~m in the X-Y-Z direction, 
gave a k00 of 0.8021. 

Case 7 of Table 2 rerun as an infinite system in the X-Y-l direction. 
gave~ kco of 1.095. 
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TI\OLE 2 

KENO I< f._:s for an 18 inch x 18 inch x 14 feet Paralle1epiperl Canister 
~ ora e Volume Containin ~lost Reactive U 3 0 -II 0 !lhture 

(for boron concentrations of zero, 3000 ppm and t1 50 ppm tn water) 

·----.. --

I Vfuel 
KENO 

Contents of Storaqs Volurte (c) Case I' PII 
kcff(a )(b) Uo. Boron ! Vwatcr (1 8"x18NxJ (!3"•3l .Sft ·~.92xlo5c~J3 ) 

: 
- - -· ... -·-----------

' . 
I .J0/70 

vM k9 tJ(JTo2; 61A kg n2o-
I 

1 

1 

G 1. 239 zero gms horon 
' I 

2 3000 30/70 o.nc; 1893 gns boron . 
: 3 I 435!.1 30/iO 0.677 274fi gms boron 

' I s67a kn o( .n~"Gz '<9 ~~~o 
I I I 

I: I (l I {jQ/•10 1.099 zero q•1s boron 

I 3000 60/~0 0.918 111 3 p:~s boron 
! . . 

I 6 
I 

4350 60/-10 0. 871 1614 gns boron 
i 

! K-HlF(X-Y) ---;-biB ~9 ur))·o·2·;-16~-k9-if2o--

i 7 43~0 ~ 60/40 1.085 
(d) 1614 IJmS horon 

I I 
. 

{a)to within ~o.P03 for 1 std. dcv . 

(b)all case~ CP.~cept No. 7) reflected by 1 foot all around appropr iate 
borated-water reflector. 

(c)storage volume does not contain any structural (Internal and external) 
canister 1Mteriats or canister poisons . 

(d)refl~ctect top and bottom, ~direction by foot of borateri"watt>r. 

, . 
':. . . . 

Charles R. r~arotta 
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